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Shabbat Services for May 2018
PARASHAT EMOR
(May 4th - 5th)
Candle Lighting: 7:37 p.m.
Friday 5/4 - 7:00 p.m.- Shabbat Tefillot
Saturday 5/5 - 9:00 a.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Mincha/Ma’ariv: 7:30 p.m.

PARASHAT BEHAR—BECHUKOTAI
(May 11th - 12th)
Candle Lighting: 7:44 p.m.
Friday 5/11 - 7:00 p.m.- Shabbat Tefillot
Saturday 5/12 - 9:00 a.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Mincha/Ma’ariv: 7:45 p.m.

EREV SHAVUOT
(May 18th - 19th)
Candle Lighting: 7:51 p.m.
Friday 5/18 - 7:00 p.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Saturday 5/19 - 9:00 a.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Mincha/Ma’ariv: 7:45 p.m.

PARASHAT NASO
(May 25th - 26th)
Candle Lighting: 7:57 p.m.
Friday 5/25 - 7:00 p.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Saturday 5/26 - 9:00 a.m. - Shabbat Tefillot
Mincha/Ma’ariv: 8:00 p.m.

Kay Caterers
In need of a Special Shabbos or Holiday meal?
Special occasion?
Call us for all your catering needs
516 734-0418
Mark@Kaycaterers.com
Kosher Supervision by the Orthodox Union
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Conserv-a-What?
What does it mean to be a Conservative

Some argue that the ban on interfaith marriage,

Jew? Originally it meant to conserve Jewish

along with only allowing matrilineal descent, is

observance at a time when people were beginning

what is keeping Conservative Judaism separate

to forsake it. However, is that what it means

from Reform Judaism. The interesting thing to

today?

note is that when Conservative Judaism makes
The heyday of the Conservative Movement,

the 1950s to 1970s, did not have a real motto
other than that we were “not Orthodox and not
Reform.” Jews were moving en masse to the
suburbs, each of which formed its own
congregation (or “Jewish center”). Among the
earliest differentiations between Conservative and
Orthodox Judaism (besides taking down the
mehitza, or barrier between men and women)
were using electricity and driving to synagogue on
Shabbat. Conservative Judaism tried to maintain a
balancing act by showing that Halacha (Jewish
law) still held but that liberal opinions could be
adopted over time.
If I were to ask you “how do
you define Conservative Judaism?” I’m guessing it
would be a struggle for you to answer. There are
major gaps between Conservative synagogues on
questions of egalitarianism, same-sex marriage,
liturgical changes, instruments on Shabbat and so
many other issues. The pressing issue of the
moment is whether our movement will change its
stance on interfaith marriage. On the books the
policy has been that Conservative rabbis are
forbidden from performing and attending interfaith

changes they are often a little over a decade after
the Reform movement has made the same
changes, whether it is women rabbis (Reform
1972, Conservative 1986), or same-sex marriage
(Reform 1990, Conservative 2006). If we are
merely following in the footsteps of Reform
Judaism, what is it that we are conserving? In
contrast, if we are trying to conserve Judaism,
what type of job are we doing? After all, the Pew
Study’s “A Portrait of Jewish Americans” indicates
that our movement has declined from comprising
over 1/3 of US Jewry to under 1/5.
What does Conservative Judaism mean today?
Would our movement be better served by a
different name (Masorti, as in the rest of the world,
Covenantal as Rabbi David Wolpe suggested) or
is the name just window dressing? We will get to
see what happens as both the CEOs of United
Synagogue (the umbrella group for Conservative
congregations) and the Rabbinical Assembly (the
umbrella group for Conservative rabbis) have
announced that they will be leaving their positions
in June 2019. Will Conservative Judaism become
redefined as a result or will it be “business as
usual?” Only time will tell.

marriages, but the latter has never been enforced.
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Richard Cepler
A few weeks ago, I completed saying kaddish for my
mother. Over the last several months, various individuals
have written about their personal experiences through the
mourning process and how the Jericho Jewish Center has
been so important to them. Below is part of the comments
that I made to those that are regular attendees of the
morning minyan, those you helped me “reach this season.”
These comments obviously apply to those who attend the
evening minyans and all other services at the Jericho
Jewish Center.
I recently checked a classic Groucho Marx line and found
out there was more to his profound statement than I was
previously aware. The actual quote is "I sent the club a
wire stating, please accept my resignation. I don’t want to
belong to any club that would accept me as a member.”

appointment or had to don your umbrella and boots to ford
the puddles and piles of snow on the street. When I was
called to the torah as recently as last week I couldn't even
begin to say the blessing. One of you gently reminded me
that the first word begins with "B". Last Friday my sister
commented to those at the morning minyan in her shul
about hearing the metal hangers jingle, meaning that
someone had arrived to help make ten. In our shul we
listen for the swish of the doors opening behind us. In all
cases, someone has performed a mitzvah and helped
carry someone in need.

I appreciate all that each of you has done, but I must
specifically thank Rena Klein for all her kindnesses. Today
marks the fourth yahrzeit of Helene's mother, Selma
Glassgold. From that day four years ago and continuing
for several months after Rena had completed saying
By virtue of the date on the calendar, Rosh Chodesh lyar, I
kaddish for her own mother, Rena stood next to Helene to
am resigning from the particular club I joined eleven
carry her across the sand. Three years later Rena did the
months ago on Rosh Chodesh Sivan when I began reciting
same for me.
kaddish. I however hope to continue my membership in
the club that many of you joined when it was right for you
Over the last eleven months whether I am in shul or not,
to do so. That club is attending the daily minyan as
Helene has recited kaddish for my mother. Helene
frequently as possible. The act of attending the minyan is introduced herself to my mother on a Shabbos morning at
truly an important mitzvah and an act of selflessness.
an orthodox synagogue. For the next 46 years Helene
and my mother had a wonderful, warm and trusting
On page 92 of the Koren daily siddur there is the following
relationship with one another. The day before Jeffrey was
anecdote. “One night I dreamed I was walking on the
born, Helene and my mother shopped on Central Avenue
beach with G-d. I saw many scenes from my life flash
in Cedarhurst looking for a scarf that my mother could
across the sky. In each scene I noticed footprints in the
wear on a date with Lou Seaver. Thanks to an
sand. Sometimes there were two sets of footprints and
introduction arranged by Rose Marshall, my mother and
sometimes there was only one. That bothered me
Lou would be married for 29 years. While observing Shiva
because I noticed that during the low periods in my life,
for Helene's mother, Helene and I visited my mother so
when I was suffering from anguish, sorrow or defeat, I
that Helene could tell her in person what had recently
could see only one set of footprints, so I said to G-d, ‘You
occurred. For the next few moments, my mother's lucidity
promised me that if I followed You, You would walk with
returned to normal. She consoled Helene for her loss and
me always. But I have noticed that during the most trying
said the words of comfort that Helene's mother deserved.
periods of my life there has been only one set of footprints
Helene, thank you for carrying me across the sand during
in the sand. Why, when I have needed You most, have
the several challenging and difficult years, when I needed
You not been there for me?’ G-d replied, ‘The years when
your strength and counsel, including the times when I
you have seen only one set of footprints, my child, is when
didn't want it. Thank you also for allowing me to let my
I carried you."'
sensitivities be even more visible than most times. I also
Over the past year each of you has carried me in your own appreciate the occasions that our children and our
grandchildren stood next to me while I was reciting
special way and provided me strength to get through a
kaddish in our shul or theirs.
difficult period. You have provided an arm or a hand to
help lift me. I stood next to some of you to recite the
As I indicated earlier, today is Rosh Chodesh. This
Rabbi's kaddish so that I could echo your words. As a
morning in synagogues across the globe Hallel is chanted,
child I stood next to my brother on the tenth of Av when
a prayer of thanksgiving and renewal. It was my mother's
reciting that same kaddish. He and I stood together last
favorite prayer. The new moon was one of her favorite
Friday morning in the Beit Midrash. Some of you made
sights of nature. It is appropriate today to tell all of you
sure that I received an Aliyah so that I could say the half
that I am thankful for the opportunity you provided me over
kaddish. Some of you came to minyan on days you would
the last eleven months. My plan is to pay it forward.
have preferred to sleep a bit more, had to ask the cleaning
lady to arrive a bit later than normal, had to rush to an
With appreciation, Richard Cepler
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From the Cantor
Kenneth Cohen

Passages Through the Fire
On the 33rd day of the Omer, that is four weeks and five days of the remembrance of our exodus from
Mitzrayim, we observe a joyful and reflective holiday, an island in time marking a significant seam in the
fabric of story of our seemingly impossible passage. We were a multitude of individual souls trudging one
step at a time through wild unknown terrain, filled with exultation and complaint in the same moment, until
the day we stood together at the foot of a verdant Mt. Sinai, and with our human mind and its persistent,
lingering slave mentality, tremulously received the Thundering Revelation, along with its close companion,
the still small voice within.
What exactly do we celebrate this day of Lag B’Omer, with our BBQ’s and bonfires, with weddings, and
with bow and arrows? Some say it was the day the great flood began to cleanse the earth in the time of
Noah—or was it the day a dove was sent forth and a rainbow shone in the sky to signal the end of the
flood? As we say, ‘Eileh v’Eileh’—this too, is our Tradition! It is also said that this was the day the manna
began to fall from heaven, to feed and calm and satisfy the newly freed multitude of B’nei Yisrael.
But again, in the great stream of tradition, it marks the day of beginning and/or completion in life passage
of one of the great souls of the world, the Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai, who lived for many years hidden in a
cave in order that he could continue to study and pray in peace, while the agents of rapacious empire
roamed the land to destroy our people and culture. On Lag B’Omer, it is said, he emerged from the cave
for the final time and was freed from his confinement; or it was the day he passed from this world; or it was
the day he was born into this world. Tradition also tells us that the passage of this great sage was marked
by the appearance of the rainbow across the heavens. And these are only a sample of the stories and
traditions associated with this day. Each story and custom shines another ray of light on the underlying
layers of meaning and significance we may derive from our sharing and celebrating on this elusive holiday.
Our faith attention is required, in order for us to process and harness the lessons of our momentous
passage from slavery to freedom in our own time. Now, as then,
Each tenuous step of each soul,
Each rise and fall of the newly unfolding landscape, and of our hopes and fears,
Each racing heart at the foot of the Mountain,
All of the arguments and counter-arguments recorded in the hammering out of Law in the Mishna and
Talmud;
All of the 7x7 days of the Omer, each with its reflection and reconfiguration of divine aspects within each
soul;
All of the millions of raindrops refracting the sun’s light into the appearance of an awesome, perfectly
colored rainbow,
And each of us, on this day, in this season, to question, reason, fear and hope, to speak and sing aloud,
individually and together;
Then as now, each of us with the freedom to choose to be partners with G-d in the continuing creation of
the world, and the pursuit of justice.
So on this day, as we gaze into the bonfire—and on Shavuot, the Feast of Weeks, the holiday of Atzeret,
Completion, when we behold a frighteningly enticing mound of cheesecake or mountain of blintzes, let us
recall our shared purpose, even at the very moment we enjoy the sweetness of our celebration.
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Amy K ahane,
Education Director

Shalom! It seems impossible that we are already winding down our Religious School year yet the
learning never stops here at the Jewish Youth Learning Center!
In remembering Yom Hashoah, many classes watched the video “The Numbers on Great-Grandpa’s
Arm.” This HBO and Scholastic documentary is the intimate conversation between a ten year old boy and his
90 year old great-grandfather who is a survivor of Auschwitz.
We also commemorated Yom HaZikaron as a school by standing silently for two minutes as they do in
Israel on this memorial day. We stood while watching a video of drivers in Israel as they came to a complete
stop, exited their car and stood in silence during the siren. We listened in complete silence to the sound of the
siren coming through the television screen. It was very moving.
Following the solemn moment, we switched gears from sadness to gladness in celebrating Israel’s
Independence Day known as Yom Ha’Atzmaut. This year is “CELEBRATE ISRAEL AT 70!” Several classes
used our huge map of Israel for learning; others made Israeli foods, while others created a dance. To
culminate the learning, the entire school sang songs with Cantor Cohen, danced and enjoyed some Israeli
foods. Each student wrote one or two words about Israel. Come look at the bulletin board in the ULAM to see
how the students describe Israel!
Again this year we will be offering FREE MEMBERSHIP to NEW RS families the first year. Please
tell your friends about our unique school!
Look ahead at some important dates:


Tuesday, May 1 - Early Bird discount begins thru June 8



Saturday, May 5 - Shabbat –in-Shul school beginning at 9:45 am / Shabbat Alive at 11:00 am



Friday, May 11 - Friday Night Live and Kabbalat Siddur Dedication begins at 6:45 pm



Tuesday, May 22 - Last Day of RS classes



Friday, June 8 - Friday Night Live and HEI graduation* (*New date)
Pictures from Yom Hazikaron & Yom Ha’azmaut
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I l e n e M o r r i n , Director
Iken STEM Academy Preschool

We hope you find our preschool newsletters valuable and informative. The Month of April was an
exciting Month filled with many fun activities.
Many engaging and exciting activities will take place in May. Our children will experience seeing
caterpillars turn into butterflies as we learn about life cycles. This year we even have ladybugs! We
will also cover the following themes: Life cycles, the globe (culminating with an International feast
and craft), famous artists and an art show.
Please bring your preschooler to school in comfortable clothing. We may get messy from time to
time.
Graduation is just around the corner. Our graduating preschoolers will begin with the preparations
for their Graduation this Month. We will keep you posted on the date of this important event.
Our staff is dedicated to your children, showing patience and love in their work. Please take the
time thank them for all they do. May 7-11 is teacher appreciation week.
We will teach our students the skills from the Pyramid Social Competence Model.
As a recap, the Pyramid Model focuses on teaching children how to bring together a host of skills managing daily schedules, routines, and transitions, learning to follow school rules, following multistep directions and problem solving a variety of situations, learning about emotions of self and
others, and learning how to build friendship skills.
We encourage you to continue to teach these skills over the summer, as they are building blocks to
future success.
When teaching your children, remember the quote “Show me & I forget. Teach me & I remember. Involve me & I learn”
Parents once again we would like to thank you on behalf of our entire staff for your ongoing support.
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SISTERHOOD

Cindy Tannenbaum, President

Sisterhood Shabbat
On Saturday, May 5th our Sisterhood members will participate in various
parts of the service for Sisterhood Shabbat. Our Torah Fund Woman of Achievement for 2017-2018
is Sandy Kassimir.
BQLI – Woman of Achievement Dinner The BQLI dinner honoring all Woman of Achievement
within our Region, including our own Torah Fund WOA, Sandy Kassimir, will be held on Thursday,
June 7th at Shelter Rock Jewish Center. There will be a special Honoree Celebration, installation of
the incoming board, a lavish Viennese table and spectacular raffles to benefit BQLI Region
scholarship and education initiatives. If interested in attending, please contact our Torah Fund
Chairs, Evelyn Rubin or Judy Solomon. Please consider honoring our Woman of Achievement and
our Sisterhood with a special Mazel Tov message in the Celebratory journal. For ad information,
email, call or text Karen Seltzer at karensbqli@gmail,com or 516-817-4356.
Sisterhood End of the Year Dinner Details will be forthcoming.
Judaica Gift Shop Please contact Cindy Tannenbaum at 631-367-6447 or
tanner_mail@yahoo.com.
Condolences Sisterhood expresses our sincere condolences on the passing of Roslyn Spector z”l,
former congregant and past Sisterhood President. She was very active in our Sisterhood and will be
greatly missed!
Sisterhood Calendar:
 Mah Jongg Events/Game nights/Canasta/Bridge .
Please check mailings and flyers for dates.
 May 5 – Sisterhood Shabbat
 June 7 – BQLI Woman of Achievement Dinner
 Sisterhood End of the Year Dinner - TBA

Sisterhood Gift Shop
The JJC Sisterhood Gift
Shop is ready to assist you
with all of your Judaica
needs.
Whether it’s a mezuzah,
parchment scroll, baby, Bar/
Bat Mitzvah, wedding,
holiday or house warming
gift, we can get it for you at
discounted prices.
For additional information or
to set up an appointment,
please contact:
Cindy Tannenbaum (631)
367-6447 or
tanner_mail@yahoo.com
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JERICHO JEWISH CENTER
SIMCHA TREE

Jericho Jewish Center Sisterhood
Invites you to
Brooklyn Queens Long Island Region
Women’s League for Conservative Judaism
Woman of Achievement
Awards & Dinner Gala
including

The Simcha Tree leaves can be purchased
to commemorate a Simcha such as the birth
of a grandchild, a Bar / Bat Mitzvah, or to
honor a special birthday.
A leaf can be purchased for any happy
occasion. Your message will be engraved on
the leaf. Choose a spot and the leaf is
installed.
This is a lovely way to support the Jericho
Jewish center and honor your dear one. The
cost of a leaf is $250.00. The “CHAI” stones
are $1,800.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Shirley Grubin 516-342-9179

Sponsoring a Kiddush
Please e-mail or phone if you are interested in
sponsoring a Kiddush honoring or
memorializing a loved one or for a celebratory
event.
Kay Caterers offers a more elaborate kiddush
as well. The prices are based on a 75 person
Congregation Kiddush; there is an extra
charge for additional guests.
In addition, if anyone is interested in hosting a
Minyan Breakfast that, too, is available. I would
be happy to discuss each of the options in
detail with you regarding content and cost.
Please contact me if you are interested in
sponsoring a Kiddush, breakfast or luncheon in
honor or in memory of someone. We have
many options that we can work with you.
Judy Solomon
(516) 938-7538, judyds@aol.com

A special honoree celebration
Honoring our own Woman of Achievement
Sandy Kassimir
Elaborate Smorgasboard Dinner
Lavish Viennese table
Thursday, June 7, 2018
24 Sivan 5778
5:45 PM
Registration opens at 5:15 PM
Shelter Rock Jewish Center
Roslyn, NY
Couvert $72
Please make check payable to BQLI
and send to temple
Attention: Evelyn Rubin/Judy Solomon
RSVP no later than May 15

ISRAEL BONDS
Please mark your calendars. This year’s Israel
Bonds campaign breakfast will take place on
Sunday, August 19, 2018. We will be honoring
our well deserved congregants GLORIA & JAKE
JACOBSON.
Israel bonds are reliable investments. The State
of Israel has never missed a payment of
principal or interest. View current investment
rates and prospectus at
israelbonds.com.
JJC Chair: Evelyn Rubin,
evandlenrubin@aol.com
For any information on the purchase of Israel
Bonds, please contact our representative, Arnie
Schweitzer. His direct line is 516-726-2307 or
e-mail him at
Arnie.Schweitzer@IsraelBonds.com.
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So….. What’s good?
Spring is right around the corner… that’s what the calendar says, anyway. And with
the spring’s arrival, we’ll be paying some close attention to our Holocaust Memorial
Garden with the addition of some colorful annual flowers. The winter of the Nor’easters
will be a distant memory.
Bill Kassimir, the keeper of the garden since its inception, now has a committee to
help him. David Tehranian and I have volunteered to become master brick-layers. (It’s
actually FUN, although, not as easy as Bill has made it seem!) You, too, can own a
piece of the garden with your purchase of a brick or two to commemorate a happy
occasion or loved one. They will be placed lovingly in our Walk of Remembrance. OR,
you can contribute to the Holocaust Memorial Garden Flower Fund. Bill is proud to say
that, “Not a penny has ever come from the General Fund to beautify and maintain this
Garden!”
So, keep David and me busy this spring…. We’ll be planting bricks and laying flowers,
or something like that…. Each brick costs $118, and ANY amount of a donation to the
Holocaust Memorial Garden Fund would be very much appreciated.
I’m so moved by this sales pitch, I think I’ll purchase one in honor of Bill Kassimir for
so many years of dedicated service and passion for this beautiful garden. Thank you,
Bill.
Martha Perlson

BRICKS THAT HAVE BEEN INSTALLED IN THE HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL GARDEN

IN MEMORY OF
GLUCK FAMILY
POLANY, CZECH

WELCOME CANTOR
KENNETH COHEN
FEB, 2018

SANDY KASSIMIR
JJC 2018 WOMAN
OF ACHIEVEMENT

IN HONOR OF GLUCK FAMILY
SYOSSET, NY

HAPPY 100TH
MAX FONTAK
AD 120!

BILL KASSIMIR
KEEPER OF HMG
A TRUE MENSCH
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D

ONATIONS

 Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund


Gail & Jeff Lampert

In memory of Roslyn Spector z”l:


Florence Baumoel

_________________________________________
 Kiddush Fund

 Torah Repair & Maintenance Fund

In honor of the birth of Noa Jolie Hoch, Andrew
Frederick Krieger and the grandson of Judy &
Michael Cohen:


Sylvia & Arny Wishner

In honor of Rabbi Marcus’s 50 year service as a
Rabbi:
Sylvia & Arny Wishner



Doris Shinners





Shirley & Robert Grubin

_________________________________________

In honor of Judy & Michael Cohen’s grandson:


Linda & Alan Rosen

In honor of Educators Shabbat:


Dawn & Roy Grabois

In memory of Fred Broumand z”l:


Linda & Alan Rosen

_________________________________________
 General Fund


Bess & Joseph Eliav



Harriet & Saul Lorber

In honor of Seymour Cohen’s birthday:


Harriet Schwartz

 Holocaust Memorial Garden

In honor of Bill Kassimir:


Phyllis & Howard Schultz

_________________________________________
 Holocaust Memorial Garden Flower Fund

In honor of Sandy Kassimir, Woman of
Achievement:


Bill Kassimir

_________________________________________
 Library Fund
In memory of Rosalyn Spector z”l:

Evelyn Rubin

In honor of the birth of Andrew Frederick



Krieger:

_________________________________________



Avigal & Martin Feinstein

 Bikkur Cholim Fund



Cheryl & Seth Dank

In memory of Fred Broumand z”l:

In honor of Sherwin Gluck’s presentation at the
Yom Hashoah program:


Linda & Alan Rosen

In honor of Dr. Morty Cohen’s 102nd Birthday:


Marcia & Howard Gendel



Barbara & Andrew Rosenblum

Thank you to all those who have
donated in memory of their loved
ones and of the Six Million who
perished in the Holocaust

________________________________________
 Daily Minyan Fund

Thanks for Levi Aliyah - Shabbat Pesach:


Pearl & Philip Friend

_________________________________________
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D

ONATIONS

CONT’D

Yahrzeit Donations
We are grateful for the following
donations in the memory of a loved one

Tobey Silberstein
In memory of her grandmother and mother-in-law,
Minnie Goldenberg and Mary Silberstein

Jerome Sperber
In memory of his father, Leo Sperber

Terry Ginzburg
In memory of her father, John Kovacich

Shirley Grubin
In memory of her grandfather, Usher Goldstein

Ruth & Seymour Cohen
In memory of her father, Alexander Stern and
his father, Samuel Cohen

Neil Cohen
In memory of his grandfather, Henry Cohen

Carol Kay
In memory of her husband, Michael Kay

Linda & Marvin Frank
In memory of her sister, Marilyn Kahn
and his mother, Helen Frank

Linda Greenbaum
In memory of her mother, Jeannie Troum

Maurice Schwartz
In memory of his father, Meyer Schwartz

Dennis Klein
In memory of his relative, Carl J. Rosoff

Robert Hordos
In memory of his grandfather, Harry Tittamin

Albert Drutman
In memory of his sister-in-law, Gladys Litowitz

Ivan Fried
In memory of his friend, Eric Myman

Sheldon Kantor
In memory of his father, Sheldon Kantor

Fairlene Steiger
In memory of her mother, Elsie Arnold
Malvin Tarkin
In memory of his father, Benjamin Tarkin
Catherine Baumgarten
In memory of her mother, Frances Clarke
Martin Mehler
In memory of his mother, Dora Mehler
Rabbi Ben Herman
In memory of his grandfather, Abraham Frenkel
Lawrence Ceasar
In memory of his wife, Beverly Ceasar
Andrew Rosenblum
In memory of his mother and grandfather,
Elizabeth Rosenblum and Morris Schwartz

The Congregation extends
condolences to:
The Spector family, in memory of
Roslyn Spector z”l, former
congregant and past
Sisterhood president
The Ahoubim family, in memory
of Fred Broumand z”l, brother of
congregant, Flora Ahoubim
The Davis Family, in memory of
Frank Davis z”l, husband of
congregant, Lisa Davis
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D

ONATIONS

CONT’D

Martin Stein
In memory of his mother, Rose Samuels

Marvin Price
In memory of his mother, Ruth Price

Norman and Rochelle Zinn
In memory of his mother, Tessie Zinn and
her father, Benjamin Perlen

Daniel Goldman
In memory of his father, Paul Goldman

Donna Kirshenbaum
In memory of her parents,
Rebecca and Saul Surdut
Jeffrey Ehrlich
In memory of his father, George Ehrlich
Phyllis Schechter
In memory of her mother, Rochelle Lazarowitz
Lawrence Ceasar
In memory of his mother, Edythe

Neil Cohen
In memory of his great aunt, Dorothy Grushewsky

Please remember to put down which fund
you are donating to.
If you are contributing to the Rabbi’s
Discretionary Fund, Sisterhood or Men’s
Club, please use a separate check.
All
envelopes
and
checks
that
are
submitted after hours should be dropped off
in the mailbox. Thank you!

Rena Klein
In memory of her uncle, Max Perelmuter
Sherry Janowitz
In memory of her mother, Dorothy Waldman

If
we
omitted
your
donation,
we
apologize. Please advise us for inclusion in
the next newsletter.

Scott Smiler
In memory of his grandfather, Albert Smiler

Please contact the office, 516-938-2540.
With your donation, please indicate which
fund it is being contributed to.

Muriel Rapaport
In memory of his father, Elias Sternstein

Thank you!

Evelyn Rubin
In memory of her mother,
Ricca (Portan) Popielarz
Bernard Silinsky
In memory of his mother, Sarah Silinsky
Ruth & Sheldon Amster
In memory of her mother, Sadie Popovits,
and his parents, Esther & Max Amster
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Thank you to the following Keter Torah Supporters
of the 2017 - 2018 JJC Fiscal Year:
GOLDEN KETER TORAH
$3,600
Susan & Jeffrey Berkman

KETER TORAH $1,800

SHOMER $1,000
Liz & Allan Durst

Helene & Richard Cepler

TOMAICH JJC (builder)
$500

Susan & Jay Kaplan

Alan Feldman

Barbara & Dan Krieger

Morton Gelb

Mark & Martha Perlson

Gail & Stephen Goldfarb

Kay & Herb Stein

Gloria & jake! Jacobson

Sylvia & Arny Wishner

Iris & Joel Yohai

Joanne & Stephen Herman
Evelyn Rubin

SILVER KETER
TORAH $2,400

Tikkun Leyl Shavuot
Saturday, May 19 at 8:45 PM

Study Topic is Accepting Torah:
We Will Do and We Will Hear!!
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Best wishes to our
members celebrating a
birthday in May!
Barbara Peskin
Nancy Sherman
David Ginzburg
Joshua Landau
Gloria Lichtenstein
Lawrence Ceasar
Frank Davis
Ellen Schmierer
Beth Schneiderman
Marcia Gendel
Suzan Weinstein
Ira Handell
Gary Schneiderman
Bonnie Adlman
Leonard Lang
Linda Rosen
Robert Rothman
Jeffrey Berkman
Sy Kirshenbaum

Russell Blank
Kay Stein
Linda Simon
Nan Gerson
Erin Spielvogel
Stephen Herman
Robert Ende
Fran Dinhofer
Irene Goldstein
Joan Siegel
Marilyn Cole Rubin
Judi Ebbin
David Buzen
Gerald Weinstein
Stanley Garfunkel
Lawrence Gelfand
Gail Lipton
David Saed
Rita Goldberg

Happy
Anni versary
to our
May couples!
Arline & Bernard Bortnick
Jill & Jason Guttman
Felicia & Bruce Berman
Nan & Ira Theodore
Beth & Marc Hyman
Barbara & Daniel Krieger

The Congregation Extends a Warm Mazel Tov to:
Beth & Gary Schneiderman on the engagement of their daughter, Jennifer to
Brian Pepe
Robin & Michael Rabinowitz on the graduation of their son, Ben from
Vanderbilt University
Cindy & David Tannenbaum and family on the graduation of their son Robbie
from UPenn, with a Master's degree in Chemical Engineering.
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Jericho Jewish Center
430 North Broadway
Jericho, NY 11756

Please consider using our website to register for events
or to make a donation to our funds.
www. jerichojc.org

We’d love to hear your reviews on our Facebook page!
www.facebook.com/JerichoJewishCenter/

